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Introduction: 
DLR – Institute of Atmospheric Physics – LIDAR group 
       - LIDAR group – developing and operating lidar instruments for atmospheric 
research 
- Trace gases (O3, CH4, CO2, H2O): CHARM-F, MERLIN, WALES 
- Aerosols: WALES 
- Wind:  2µm & 1.6µm coherent systems (LM), ADM demonstrator (A2D) 
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WALES on HALO A2D on Falcon 
HALO  D-ADLR 
Falcon  D-CMET 
Do228  D-CFFU 
Head: G. Ehret 
Introduction: 
   LIDAR – LIght Detection And Ranging 
- Emission of laser pulse into atmosphere 
 
- Backscatter by: 
- Molecules (Rayleigh process) 
- Aerosols (Mie process) 
 
- Collection of backscattered radiation  
with telescope and detector 
 
- Range-resolved analysis of signal  
w.r.t. intensity / polarisation / spectrum 
- Aerosols (Backscatter/HSRL/Depol) 
- Trace gases (DIAL) 
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LIDAR for aeronautics applications 
   Safety 
- ACARE: Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) 
- ACARE / EC: Flightpath 2050  
stipulating: 
- Increase safety 
- On-board sensor technology 
- Situational awareness w.r.t. 
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LIDAR for Aeronautics 
   Applications: Atmospheric / weather hazards 
Vision: One instrumentation for multiple targets (Wx hazards) 
 
 Research implementation: Separate tracks 
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   Near field applications: Gust & WakeVortex mitigation 
- Short range scanning LIDAR for wind field estimation 
- Direct detection UV LIDAR OR coherent heterodyne LIDAR 
- Wind speed determination by Doppler frequency shift  
 
Concept demonstrated in EC FP6 AWIATOR project (Airbus) 
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   Far field application: Hazardous icing conditions 
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   High altitude glaciated icing conditions 
- Ci-like crystals – high number density 
- Radar dBZ = 0 
 
- Ice accretion on pitot tubes, wing and turbine 
leading edges (AF447) 
- Possible engine rollback and flameout 
 
   LIDAR measurement 
- Backscatter / depolarisation measurement 
- Identification of ‘benign’ and ‘hazardous’ Ci-levels 
 
- Distinction of cloud types: SCLD, … 
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   Far field application: Volcanic ash & Mineral dust 
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Eyjafalla 2010:  





- LIDAR-based determination of  
ash concentration (mg/m³)  
 
- VADAS project in H2020 
 
+ Mineral dust 
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   Clear Air Turbulence 
 
- Causing 10s M€/$ p.a. to airlines 
- Injuries of crew and passengers 
- Will increase with climate change 
 
- Intermittent phenomenon, difficult to precisely forecast 
- Invisible to weather RADAR 
 
   LIDAR measurement 
- Doppler wind speed measurement 
- Indirect measurement:  
   Air density fluctuations 
 DELICAT (EC FP7) Image © Airbus SAS 
DELICAT 
Demonstration of Lidar-Based  
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DELICAT 
EC Aeronautics Research FP7 project 
- Goal: Demonstration of technology - Detection of Clear Air Turbulence 
(CAT) by LIDAR during cruise in far field (15-30 km) 
 
- Consortium of twelve European partners: Thales (lead), DLR, 
CNRS/LATMOS, ONERA, Météo France, NLR, RAS/Inst. of Atm.Ph., 
Hovemere Inc., INOE (Romania), Laser Diagnostics Instruments, Warsaw 








- Envelope: 5.6 M€, grant by EC: 3.8 M€ 
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DELICAT 
Lidar-based CAT detection: Basic concept 
w ┴ LOS  && insufficient aerosols at cruise altitude 
 Coherent Doppler lidar not usable 
 
 Indirect measurement:  
 Air temperature / density fluctuations = backscatter fluctuations 
      (molecular) 
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DELICAT 
Lidar-based CAT detection: Main project goals 
 
- Design and build lidar system 
 
- Perform flight test campaign of lidar system 
 
- Assess CAT meteorology and provide campaign support 
 
- Retrieve CAT signature from lidar data and 

















































































Test aircraft PH-LAB (NLR – Dutch Aerospace Lab) 
- Cessna Citation 2 












- Front looking fairing 
for directing laser beam on trajectory 
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DELICAT 
Lidar system synopsis 
- Laser transmitter (DLR):  
- Nd:YAG, 100 Hz, 40 W, 7 ns, 200 µrad (based on DLR-lidar WALES) 
- Third Harmonic Generation  UV 355 nm, 8 W 
 
- Beam steering system (Thales): 
- Two 2-axis-movable mirrors 
- External front-pointing mirror 
 
- Receiver I (DLR): 
- 6” f/5 telescope 
- Front optics, polarisation optics 
- PMT detection: ║ (molec.) and ┴ 
 
- Receiver II (Hovemere): 
- idem I 
- high spectral resolution filtering (aerosol backscatter filtering) 
- for ground tests only 
 
- Aircraft integration (NLR+DLR) 
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DELICAT 
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- Lidar design 
- Transmitter 
- Detection 
- Aircraft integration 
- Validation tests 
- Flight tests Receiver (DLR) 
Aircraft (NLR) 
DELICAT 
Lidar on PH-LAB 
- Installation and calibrations  
in June 2013 
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DELICAT 










- Used NWPs: 
- ARPEGE (MF) 
- COAMPS (UW-ICM) 
- Turbulence indices 
- Combined index analysis (ICM) 
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DELICAT 
Flight campaign 17/07 – 12/08/2013 from Schiphol 




- Systems verification 
- Lidar 
- Beam steering 
- Aircraft experimental 
system 
 
 All systems performed 
exceedingly well 
 
 CAT very localised, light and 
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Data analysis: LIDAR system evaluation  
- Fundamental lidar sensitivity: 
- Goal: Detect light-moderate CAT detection 
Necessary density (backscatter) measurement sensitivity σ  ≤ 1% 
- Averaging: 𝜎𝑀 ∝ 1 𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�  
 
- Prereq: White noise (detection system) 
 
- Detection noise evaluation by ‘time variance’ analysis 
 Over time: Averaging over lidar shots 
 Spatially: Averaging over range 
 
 Sub-% domain attainable by 
 integrating over ~1s and ~100m 
 
 DELICAT lidar apt for  
measuring ≥ light-mod CAT 
(by analysing signal variance) 
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DELICAT 
Data analysis: CAT signature retrieval  
- Challenge: Few, isolated and weak (< light-mod)  CAT events 
- Simple signal variance analysis insufficient 
 
 Advanced data analysis: 
 
- Backscatter estimation (maximum likelihood) + thresholding 
- FIR filtering + adaptive thresholding 




 CAT detection possible  
 
- Condition: Absence of aerosols 
- OR: Filtering of aerosol backscatter 
 
 Development of high resolution spectral filter for aerosol rejection 
 Within DLR-project L-bows 
 
 




- Challenging project: 
- Complexity (LIDAR ↔ aircraft) 
- Delicate (sensitive) systems / instruments 
- Airworthiness certification 
- Scarce and weak CAT yield 
 
 DELICAT project carried out successfully! 
 
 
- Instrumental development continued within DLR 
- Further validation by flight tests necessary 
 
- LIDAR system ‘upgradable’ for other research topics (icing, VA, MD…) 
 
 
- Thanks to the EC for the support! 
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The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh 
Framework Programme [FP7/2007-2013] under grant agreement n°233801 
LIDAR for Aeronautics - DELICAT 
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